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SECTTON A (Module l)

Answer this question-

l. (a) A firm measures production by the Cobb-huglas production function

t3
P(*{t),I(r)): 2Ak1 I 1

where * is the capital (in millions of dollars) and I is the labour force (in thousands of
workers).

L'et I:3 and k-- 4.

Assume that the capital is DECREAS I NG at a rate of $200 000 per year and that the labour

force is INCREASING at a rate of 60 workers p€r year'

Given tnatff: #. +- #. +.catcutateff. [6marksl

f(b) Let F,(x) : J cos" r dx-

By rewriting cos" r as crrs -r coso I x or otherwise, prove that

[6 marksl

(c) Find the square root of the complex numberz = 2 + i' [E marksl

Totd 20 merks

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE

r',(x) : * ***' x sin.r " [-*] {-,(x)-
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SECTION B {Mcdule 2)

Answer this question.

Show that thebinomial expansion or [r * *-.-l' ,,
L ZJ

| + 2r * af * ar 1 -!-*'.2216

Hence, compute l.3|Tcorrect to tw'o decimal i,u"o-

[4 marksl

14 marksl(ii)

(b) (D

(c)

Derive the first three non-zero tenrls in the Maclaurin expansion of ln (l + r).
14 merksl

(ii) Hence, express the Maclaurin expansion of In (1 + r) in sigma notation.

12 marksl

A geometric series is given by

'+d*-C*4*248
Determine the values ofx for which the series is converyent- [3 merksl

Hence, or otherwise, if the series is convergen{, show that S, < 4. [3 marksl

Total20 marks

(i)

(i i)
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SECTION C (Module 3)

Answer this question.

A system of equations Ar: b is given by

r-l
-r 3l
1 -2)

(i) CalculateIAl-

(s 7 -31
(ii) Let the matrix C: [ + -t 1 I

L2 -s -3)

a) Show that CrA - l8I : 0'

b) Hence or otherwise, obtain ^e 
t'

c) Solvethe given system ofequations forx'y znd z'

[3 marksl

To make new words, three lettersare selected withoutreplacement fr'om thewordTRAVEL

and are written down in the order in which they are selected'

t,l:[-l]
(r
lz
Lt

[4 merksl

[2 marksl

[4 marksl

(b)

(i) How many three'letter words may be fiormed? [2 marksl

(ii) For a tfuee-letter word to be legal, it must have at least one vowel (that is 4 €' i'

ooru).Whatistheprobabilitythatalegalwordisformedonasingleaffempt?
[5 marksl

Total20 marks
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